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Selected As A lest All Sound Sestncty Community Newspepet
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Circulation In The
City; Largest
Circulation In
The County
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•

Largest
Circulation In The
City; Largest
Circulation In
The County

Tues.
United Press

IN OUR 77th YEAR

*Auxiliary Has
Plans For
Coming Year

isesit
•

•

Man Runs Amok
Kills Six Children

Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, October 2, 1956

Will Observe Wedding Anniversary

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

New Fords Will
Democratic
Be On Display
Here Tomorrow
Women's Clubs
To Meet Here

Vol. LXXV11 No. 234-

:Candidates Busy In Attacks,
Counter-Attacks Over Nation

CLINTON, Ist.C. VI —A tenant
farmer ran amok today and nailed six of his children, the state
The new 1957 Ford will be
highway patrol reported.
introduced in Murray tomorrow
The father, identified as Rufus
according to Parker Motors, local
By UNITED PRESS
estant religious leaders, distinA. King, fled into a woods near
Ford dealer.
guished
scientists,
prominent
President Eisenhower and De- educators. yes, and
The firm has been working
The Murray Hospital Auxiliary his home, scene of the bloody
serious pollrampage,
and
was
pursued
mocratic
for
by
a
presidential
The
the
candidate
29th
past
annual
..beld its first meeting of the year
convention
several weeks in
ticians."
TOP,last week
huge posse of law enforcement
of the Democratic Women's Clubs prepaation for this showing, Adlai E. Stevenson Clashed •
in the Conference
"Theatrical National Gesture"
officers
.neighbors
sharply
and
and
which
of
personally
townsKentucky
today
is
on
will meet at the
their fiist as Ford
Room of the hospital with Mrs.
Mr. Eisenhower replied to Stepeople.
two
major
dealers.
campaign
Kenlake
issues
Hotel on Friday and
— venson's first suggestion that the
Edwin Larson, president, presidBodies
federal
of
the
aid
Saturday
to
schools
children,
Several
and the H-bomb tests be stopped as a
October 5 and 6.
the olddifferent models will
ing. In the introductory message,
Mrs. Falconer Powell. presi- be on hand for Murray and banning of H-bomb tests.
-"theatrical national gesture."
she expressed the desire to ?set est believed to be only about 10
or
11
dent, will preside over the two Calloway countians to view.
years old, were taken to
In a speech Monday night
up a system of services in the
Stevenson,
in
a
speech
preFord will produce two sizes
do; session. Featured speakers
at Lexington. Ky., he bitingly
hospital to be supervised by Mrs. a funeral home here.
pared
for
delivery
during
a
tor the occasion will include of Ford cars this year. for the
The children were identified as
attacked his opponent's camLucille Ross, superintendent of
Lt. Governor Harry Lee Water- first time in its 53 year history. day-lung campaign swing through paigning without mentioning Stenurses, and Karl Warming, ad- Grace, 12, Sonny, 11, Melvin, 10,
New
Jersey,
renewed
his
plea
field, U. S. Senetor Earle C.
The new Ford line divides
venson's name.
ministrator of the hospital. The Ruth, 5, Jerry, 4, and Susan 2'..
Clements, former governor Law- into two basic sizes, Fairlane for American leadership toward
Their mother was not at home
We all know that there are
plans to get a large membership
an
international
renunciation
of
rence Wetherby, and former and Custom plus the station
people who suf4er from living
Swere discussed also along with at the time of the slayings,
H-bomb
testing.
He
such
said
T—
wagon series, each with its own
Senator Robert Humphreys.
neighbors said.
in a world of words and phrases
other general business.
Waterfield and Clements will body and chassis. In addition, a step can be taken safely for so long that they can no
A funeral home here said exbecause
Mrs. A. F. Doran and Mrs.
"no
one
explode
can
speak on Friday and Humphreys the Fairlane series has been
longer recognize action when
Bunn Swann presented a tenta- aminations of the bodies revealexpanded to offer "Fairlane 500" a hydrogen bomb in secret and they see it." Mr. Eisenhower
•
Wetherby on Saturday.
each
wouuld
know'
whether
the
tive copy of the constitution and ed that several of the children
The First District is host to models, which have extra luxury_
others were acting in good faith." said. "The longest lectures alby-laws which were discussed were shot with a shotgun and
t.te meeting. Directors for the features.
most always come from those
others
were
beaten
with
a
blunt
and amended, and will be sublIrst
The
District
1957
are
Mrs.
Garnett
Fairlane
and
Fairlane
"I regret." Stevenson said, that with the least experience."
mitted for approval and adop- instrument and apparently with
500
James
of
Murray,
sedans
are
Mrs.
Mildred
nine
inches
longVice President Richard II. NIt h e Eisenhower administration
an axe.
tion at the next meeting.
Hancock of Hopkinsville and er and four inches lower than "has not pressed forward along xon flew to Hartford, Conn.,
The bodies of t h e children
Officers and committe chairMrs. Murray Hailey of 114as:field. last year's comparable models. this path to peace as so many for a hedge-hopping two days'
were
discovered
by
sheriff's
men present were recognized.
This district is composed of Custom and Custom 300 sedans have urged .— Catholic and Prot- through New England,'New York
is The officers and chairmen of deputies when they went to
seventeen clubs, all formed dur- are more than three inches longand Pennsylvania, after declinKing's
house this morning to
the various committees are as
ing the past year..
er and nearly three and one-half
ing in Milwaukee Monday night
serve papers charging him with
All Democratic women are inches lower than t he 1956
follows:
to make a political issue of
assaulting his wife.
eligible
models.
to
the
join
Democratic
Station Ita,agons are three
President, Mrs. Edwin Larson;
Stevenson's 1949 divorce.
Mrs. King left home Monday
Woman's Club, however only and one-half inches lower and
first vice president, Mrs itedney
Charges -Give-Away
after a domestic quarrel a n d
present
members are eligible to nearly six inches longer. FairSimmons; second vice. president,
-Sen. Estes Kefatrver, Demofight with her husband, officers
Mr. and Mrs. Emmet Erwin of Murray Route Four, will ob- attend the annual meeting this lanes and Fairlane 500's are
Mrs. Whit Imes; secretary, Mrs.
cratic vice presidential candisaid. She went to the sheriff's serve their
built on a 118-inch wheelbase.
Golden Wedding Anniversary on Sunday, October 7. weekend.
Harold Douglass: treasurer, Mrs.
date, on a campaign tour of
Office
this
morning
A complete report of the meet- Station wagons. Customs and
and swore An.open house will be held at their home.
Ronald Churchill
the Southwest said in a speech
out
warrant
against King
prepared for delivery at Roswell.
Committees: Constitution a n d
. All friends and relatives of the couple are invited to call at ing will be carried later in the Custom 300's have a 116-inch
charging assault.
wheelbase.
week.
N. M., that the Republican "givebylaws, Mrs. A. F. Doran and
the home from 2:00 to 5:00 on Sunday.
For the first time, a high
away" of natural resources
.
..Mrs. Bunn Swann; membership,
The couple were married on October 7. 1906, in the home of
performance V-8 engine is availwould help elect a Democratic
IPMrs. Audrey Simmons and Mrs.
Mrs. Erwin's parents, by the late Rev. Harris. Mrs. Erwin was the
able as an optional power plant
ticket in November.
E. C. Parker; flowers, Mrs. 011ie
former Miss Mary Outland, daughter of the late Boone and Ellen
on all Ford cars. The engine,
Mr. Eisenhower.. in his KenBrown; cheer, Mrs. Robert Hahs;
Geurin Outland.
called the Thunderbird Special.
tucky speech, and Stevenson, in
sewing, Mrs. H. B. Bailey, Sr.,
Mr. and Mrs. Erwin are the paronts of eight children, seven
develops 245 horsepower, and
his second major policy paper
and Mrs. E. A. Tucker; publicity.
is equipped with a four-barrel
released at Washington, simulof whom are still living. They are Mrs. Bob Orr, Murray route
' Mrs. Ed Griffin and Miss Ruth .NEW YORK, Oct.
2 an —
low silhouette .carburetor.
taneously charged the opposition
Sexton; telephone, Mia. Loula Americans will see atom -powered four; Mrs. Gobel Cooper, Murray route four; Mrs R 1. Cooper,
party Monday night with resStandard engine for the FairGatlin; food, Mrs. V. E. Windsor; planes in the air next spring, Murray; Miss Leola Erwin, Murray; Mrs. Ortis Key, Paducah;
With the rain season approachponsibility for failure to pass .
hostess, Mrs. Verne Kyle; cour- and within a decade or two James Etiel Erwin, Hazel route three; and Mrs. Mary Jo French, ing, many farmers in the county lane and station wagon series
ia school-aid bill •during. the--lest— the 212 h.p. Thunderbird V-8.
tesy, Mrs. Alfred M. Wolfson.
their homes will be heated— by Padueali,„ A sea, Ordest If. Erwin, was killed in World War II.
are usy constructing ponds and is
ICongre
A 190 h.p. V-8 is s
.tandarAfor
The membership fee Is $1.00. atomic fuel, the editor of MOO
ge‘"Rffbhes.
• The couple'also has fweltie gra:Id-children and two greatPlasa‘s
one clear
Custom and Custom 308
elnyone wishing to join the auxi- Magazine predicted today.
Among those building drainage Use
gliandchildmn. '
vote, my friends, on my call
series. lioth have two-barrel carIrwin Such said atomic energy
liary is asked to send their fee
ditches,
for
the
purpose
of
preMr. and Mrs. Erwin have lived on the same farm on Murray
for action" on the school bill,
buretors. In addition, the 144
to Mrs. Simmons or Mrs. Churc- and electronic controlling methserving soil are. Hugh Culver,
Mr. Eisenhower said. "In the
h.p. Mileage Maker Six is availods working together "are cer- route four since their marriage.
hill.
Midway; who completed an 1800
House, the opposition voted agable on all models. All engines
tain to dwarf the industrial
foot ditch, C A. Paschall, 7ayainst it by 215 to 9 — while
can, be ordered with standard,
revolutions brought about by
lor's Store, MOO foot ditch; Rothree-fourths of the Republicans
over-drive or Fordomatic transsteam and electricity." He made
bert C. Spann. Taylor's Store:
voted for it."
missions.
his predictions in a talk pre700 foot ditch; Cletus Shelton,
Democrats Supported Bill
pared for delivery before a group
Shiloh, 1100 foot ditch; and Otho
':Stevenson said; -When the
of advertising men here.
Taylor's
Store,
Clark,
who conA damage suit, Doc Boggess
House of Representatives took
Such also predicted transistorof Murray vs. Commonwealth of structed a 2 acre waterway.
up the 19* school aid bill,
powered radios inside cigaret
KeNtucky, was continued yesDigging ponds were: J. N.
the President sat by while 96
Ai FRANKFORT, Oct. 2 It?
lighters will be available in
terday in Calloway County cir- Outland, Lynn Grove; Ted HowRepublican congressmen first
t. Gov. Harry Lee
Senator Earle C. Clements
Waterfield less than ten years.
cuit court, while the jury seeks ard, Lynn Grove; Gene Potts
supported
anti-segregation
an
today appointed a nine-member
Turning to his own industry,
further evidence, it was an- and E. H. Paschall of Coldwater.
rider to the bill, and then voted
advisory committee to work. with the editor of Steel forecast a
Senator
Earle C. Clements will against the bill itself."
nounced by the circuit court
A Mission study insitute for
the Legislative Research Com- 50 per cent in metalworking
From Clara M. Eagle, Publicity clerk.
speak in Murray tonight at the
The Democratic candidate said
teachers of the Blood River Bapmission on court problems.
industry sales to a whooping Chairman, American Association
court house.
Boggess, the plaintiff finished*
"a majority of the Democrats
tist Association will be held
The commission currently is $193 billion by 1960.
of Univers'y Women, Murray, his testimony but the jury reClements will speak on the supported the school bill; a maThursday, October 4. starting at
engaged in a study of KentIn. 1975, he predicted, metal- Kentucky.
cessed to visit the scene of. the
ten o'clock at the Memorial Bap- behalf of the candidacy of all jority of Republicans opposed
tucky's judicial system and is working will account for sales
alleged damage at a certain
Democrats in the November el- it. It was defeated."
FORT BENNING, Ga. --Army tist church.
looking into the possible need of $372 billion, nearly as much
The Murray branch of t h e right-of-way.
ection.
. Nixon was asked about SteSergeant First Class William C.
for a new intermediate court as the nation's gross national American Association of UniverAll teachers who expect to
West, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Senator Clements will speak venson's divorce on a lo c a.I
to be set up as an appeals product last year.
sity Women will open its year's
W.M.U.
teach
books
Japan
on
William West, Route 1, Alm°,
in the circuit court room at television panel show in Milispoort between the state and cirThe onward march of automa- program next Tuesday evening.
Ky., is a member of the 147th tilts fall are urged to attend.
7:30 CST, with issues vital to waukee Monday night.
cuit courts and the Court of tion will be a boon for ad- October 9 with a dinner meeting
"I think that any personal
Ordnance Company at Fort
Appeals.
Five classes will be held giv- Western Kentucky expected to
•
vertising. Such told his audience. at t h e College Presbyterian
Those interested in attending Henning, Ga.
life of a candidate is .not a
Waterfield named to the com- "Automation requires ...a pre- Church. Mrs. George Kimball.
ing methods for each age group. take up much of his time.
Sergeant West is an auto wheel
All countians are urged to be proper political issue in the
mittee former Gov. Simeon S. dictable, stable and expanding newly elected president, will the Faxon School homecoming
are asked to call Faxon School sehicle repairman in the cornBring a sandwich and the host present to hear Senator Cle- campaign," he said. "What reaWillis, Ashland; Circuit Judge market," he explained.
preside.
at 528-M-2 or 1379-M-4.
son brought on (Stevenson's)
pany.
ments.
will furnish the drinks.
Ira D. Smith, Hopkinsville; Cir"Manufacturers cannot afford
family difficulties is no concern
cuit Judge Elvis J. Stahr, Hack- tremendous investment, required
New members will be welcomof mine."
man; state Sens. George E. Ov- for automatic plants unless those ed into the association at this
First Public Mention
erby, Murray, and Cecil C. San- plants can. be operated steadily," time. College or university woIt was the first time Stevenders, Lancaster; and attorneys he said.
men graduates from accredited
son's hivorce -had been mentioned
Charles S. Adams, Covington;
But, he stressed, the "big prob- institutions are invited to join
publiCly during the campaign
niutus Lile, Lexington; John K. lem that remains as we conquer and may inquire about their
although public opinion interWells, Paintsville; and James W. technolog-y is
we use it eligibility by calling either Mrs.
viewers have reported it _raised
Wine Jr., Pikeville.
for the destruction of man ...or A. M. Wolfson or Mrs. T o m
by some voters.
Waterfield said the committee for his benefit?"
Rowlett, membership co - chairYour newspaper is freedom's progress of legislation and nego- wrongdoer and his nemesis,. the tion provides -4 daily minket
Stevenson and the former Elwill have its first meeting on
men.
key to better living. It unlocks t lotions.
place for buyer and seller, a len Borden. married , in 1928,
lawman.
Oct. 18.
The guest speaker for this the door to a richer life f o r
Newspapers scrutinize courts, market place so vast as to be were divorced in IA, a year
Medical columns offer the admeeting will be Mr. Lynn Winget everyone.
vice of competent physicians who the law, politics, elections and immeasurable and one that some- after he became goVernor of
who will talk on his experiences
answer questions, give advice government. They inform a n d times extends - halfway around Illinois
In this country the concepts of and offer suggestions, all
of living in Norway.
in the sometimes arouse the electorate. the world.
press
a
free
free
and
society
a
interest of better health.
In charge of the year's proproblems
In civic promotions better liv-Through
editorials
developed
together.
Because
it
is
gram planning is the vice presiare posed and thinking is guided. ing results in such projects as
authorities
make
Local
health
free
American
newspaper
the
dent. Miss
Up to the hour reprots from the construction of —a playfield
Ruth
Cole, who
their important announcements
0 The Calloway County Country
represented the Murray' branch has been able to broaden its in the news pages.
the United States Weather Bu- or the control of pollution of the
Club meeting which formerly
at the recent state executive activities and to meet new dereau are scanned by millions of water and air. Corrupt police
was scheduled for tonight has
mands as iW-nation has grown.
Homes are improved by read- persons daily who want to know departments a r c reorganizet117-meeting in Louisville.
been moved to Tuesday October
Today the newspaper fulfills a ers of the how-to-do-it columns.
Hospitality arrangements f o r
if it will rain, snow, freeze or if Political rascals are turned out.
9, according to officials of the
myriad of functions.
LOUISVILLE, Oct. 2 afT —As- the dinner
They mend sagging doors, silence the weather man is wrong.
Safety campaigns are launched..
meeting are being
organization.
Industries of Kentucky planned by the
sociated
Homemakers'
pages contain squeaky floors, repair plumbing.
Mighty fund raising drives set
Special occasions are chroniclsocial committee
The date conflicted with other
annual meeting here to- headed by Mrs.
its
held
helptul facts. Women read these Homeowners build backyard ed from the worlds of music, art, out annually to whip poverty,
G. B. Scott.
meetings. Members are urged
president
John
new
under
pages to learn how to prepare patios apci outdoor fireplaces. the theater, books and Holly- polio, cancer, heart disease, musto remember the meeting date day
J. Delker, Henderson, to hear a
a delicious meal or remove an Apartment dwellers redecorate wood.
of October 9.
Cuter dystrophy and similar afThe final date for farm operaincluding
movie
list of speakers
ink spot from a carpet.
and refurnish.
Ameiicans have more leisure flictions. Their workers call re- tors to sign up for tee 1957
TOBACCO
CURING
NEWS
and television star Ronald ReaThe advertiser promotes h i s
time
than
ever
before and in peatealy on newspapers for sup- wheat crop
Gardeners, both the homeReserve
Acreage
gan.
products in a field of open com- grown variety and the profes- turn rely on newspapers f o r port. They receive it, too.
By UNITED PRESS
part of the Soil Bank is October
Delker, vice president in charge
petition. The more he advertises sional, depend on the garden more and more suggestions of
These same newspapers spon- 5. according' to Mr. Q. D. WilCuring conditions for tobacco
of sales for Delker Brothers Mfg.
the more he sells and the more news to tell them what to do what to do with it. The person
in Kentucky will range from
sor wholesome 'youth activities. son, Chairman of the Calloway
Monday.
elected
Named
was
Co
he
sells,
the
lower
he can reduce and how to use new chemicals with time on his hands automat- such as summer
By UNITED PRESS
fair to good today with aftercamps, and in County ASC Committee.
Southwest Kentucky — Mostly vice presidents were Verne 0. noon humidity 50 to 70 per prices. Factories, production and that promote plant life and con- ically consults the newspaper to other ways keep wary x•igil over
Any farmer who is interested
Thomas
Murray;
A.
Bell,
Kyle,
cloudy and warm today with
learn more about his hobby, the jto enile problems.
cent and a high of 95 per cent payrolls grow. Bigger payrolls trol insects and weeds.
in this program and has not yet
result in more prosperous comsome scattered showers. Partly Covington; Kenneth V. Lawson, tonight.
beach
road
the
to
or
the
ski
News columns report with
Many a boy has begun a busi- signed up should call at our
cloudy and cooler tonight. Wed- Harlan; Freeman 'S. Webb, Ashfbr reports on spectator
Drier air was expected to munities and a stronger nation. comparative objectivity on the
Mr. Wilson.
ness career on a newspaper route, office, continued
Investors depend on market
nesday partly cloudy and mild. land; W. H. Skinner, Lexington; :move into western Kentucky
outdoor
sports
and
activities
activities of the great, near great
arrners attnid the `progress of "We are doing our best to keep
High today 80 to 85. Low tonight and Marion M. Johnson. Louis- this afternoon and evening mak- quotations for the latest inforfishing,
golfhunting
and hiking prices
and the common people. t h e
and market trends in dis- a full office force available to
Ragan
will be 50 to 55. High Wednes- ville.
ing it possible to open barns mation on stock markets and meetings, conventions, speeches
Radio listeners refer to prodiscuss each individual situation
tant cities.
will speak at a dinner for several hours this afternoon. commodity exchanges.
day will be 75 to 80.
gram time tables. A few chitand interviews.
and to extend the greatest postonight. Speakers on today's proShippers
watch
transportation
Curing weather in southeast
d,ren even learn to read while
A newspaper does all these sible service to all farmers":
Some 5:30 a m temperatures: gram include Dr. 0. Glenn Sax- and south 'central Kentucky was schedules, weather report s,
Readers learn who is sick, who studying television schedules. The things, and more. Perhaps. the Wilson
said. The offfce is located
Louisville 68, Lexington go, pa.. on, Yale University economics expected to be fair to poor freight rates and market out- tied, who was divorced, who took travel page beckons both
the mast important function of a at 208 South 4th Street in MW ctut-att
-Bowttng areeli -61i, prufessor, and- Otto F. Christen- today- and Wednesday Retattve looks.
tied, who wa divorced, who took Dlotloose wintterer ETM
ICE
Ls Mil it, with Its ray.
Covington 64, London 77 and son, executive vice president of humidity will range from 60
Businessmen study success and his own life. who was hurt in dregmer chained to home and comics, cartoons and
funny storSignatures of other interested
Hopkinsville 68.
the Minnesota Employers Asso- to 70 per cent this afternoon failure.
an accident, the tolls of disatr
, hearth.
ies, brings a little laughter into producers must be obtained by
Evansville, Ind., 68
ciation.
to 90 to 95 per cent tonight
The union man studies the and of the eternal efforts of he
The classified advertising sec- the world every day.
November It
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Clements To
Speak Here
Tonight

Great Advances In
Science Predicted
In Next Few Years

RAY
UMW•

AAUW Plans
First Meeting
Next Tuesday

Senator Overbey Is
Named To Advisory
Committee Today

•

Ditches,Ponds
Constructed

Damage Suit Is
Continued

Mission Study
Course Thursday

William West In
Ordnance Unit

•

NOTICE

The American Newspaper Today Can Serve Everyone
Better Because It Developed In A Free Society

Club Meeting Date
Now October 9
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Verne Kyle Is
Officer Of
State Group

Final Date- Is NearFor'Wheat
Crop Acreage
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Tills LEDGER .10.

PACE TWO
•••••••••••••1•• Of000sepeepone

-THE LEDGER & TIMES

TUESDAY — OCTOBER 2. 165/
agegwismos

CUE, FORD DRAW OPENING STARTS

BY LEDGER & TIMIS PUBLISHING COMPAM,
Consolidation of the Mousy Ledger, The Calloway Timm). and The
Timis-Herald. October 20, 1928. and the West Kentuckian. January
.1912.

By LEO PETERSEN
ed "to go with a guy who will er against the right handed hitUnited Press Sports Writer
ting power ot Brooklyn in Ebbets
keep the ball lute."
PUBLISHER
—WM—C.-WILLIAMS:
NEW YORK, Oct.. 2 IIP — Sal
lh decides ;to rest Magni, Field always is a gamble, Stenak reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters
the Billtor, Maglie, the key factor in Brook- another day„ he said he would gel figured that there was no
as Public Voice items which in our opinion are not ter the best lyns last ditch pennant triumph, start either Clem Labatt., Roger reason that Ford can't du what
• and
turd. the Yankees' Craig. or Carl Ersiune, all right 1.atiftny
of the Giants
'Merest of our readers.
•
trilw, were expected handers. 'He seemed to lean arid Joe Nuxhall of the Redlegs
clutch sou
NATIONAL
RiP
-BIESEN"TATIVES- WALLACE WITMER CO, IMil to draw t
pitching assignments toward Labine, who beat Pitts- did. They both beat the Dodgers
-lvtonrne. Memphis. Tenn.: 250 Park-Ave., New York; 307 N. NLichig.ia , today for Wennel.tay's World burgh, 3-1, on Saturday. mean- in their home park, the only
Mg that his 27-game winner, starting left handers to do so
Series opener at Ebbets Field.
Bolyston St., Boston.
Ch.eago; 80 .
Both managers. Walt Aiston c,Don Newcombe, would not get I this season.
EPtered at the Poet Mee. Murray, Kentucky. for •••••111•1013 ..% ot the Dodgers-, and Case) Sten- a shot at the Aniencan League
Even if Ford ,taits, however,
Second Class Vatter
gel of New York. indicated they champions, until the Fr id ay the odds-maker made the Yanname their starting line- game at Yankee Stadium.
kees 9-5 favorites to win the
RATES: By Carrier in Sturm, per week 3111e, per would
ttclubs work out
Unless he has a last minute
afteruos
•Pening game. At the same time,
etondi 83c. In Calloway and adjoining counttes, per year .0.118; eise•
change ot heart. thine seemed ..n
today.
the theory that the Dodgers
airate,
. •
, The Dodgers, who had a much- little doubt that Stengel would st•11 would be weary
from their
needed off day Monday, were go with Ford, a 19-game winlast-ditch pennant struggle, they
to report' at Ebbets Field this ner.
increased the odds on the Yanmorning with Alston hoping that
"I guess it's pretty obvious
ie Robinson. "Those homers of Maglie, despite a "tighte.ted" I consider him my bolt and kees taking the series from 7-6
Sandy's were really hit and as arm, would pronounce himself that he would be my opening to 7;a -5.
turned out, they were the ready. The Yankees were sche- dime pitcher," Stengel said with
Teams At Full Strength
ones that 'won the game :•r• duled to drill at Yankee Sta- a wink. He refused to go beyond
Both teams figured to be at
dium, where the third, fourth Ford,. but indications were that full strength, with Mickey ManDon Newcombe. the winning and fifth games
the series Don Larsen. who won only 11 tle, the slugging ace of t h e
pitcher, and catcher Roy Campo- are to be played.
that
this
games but hurled brilliantly to- Yankees. reporting
- nella also joined in the banquets
Maglie, who won 13 garnes ward the close of the season, groin injury "is all right."
for Sandy and their wbrds of for the Dodgers after they ..)b- would start in the second game.
-I'm ready to go.- he said
praise were particularly sweet tamed hi
after the Yankees worked out
(roan Cleveland last
Watched Dodgers
for the saned-off Dodger out- May for 'slightly over the waiver
Ford and' Larsen watched the Monday.
Priv', and .fielder since they were the ones
'If^
Alston wa considering benchprice of 510.000, said he "would Dodgers aeon' their 8-6 Sunday
his
snick
out
criticized
who
him
in
most
a big Havana cigar
be ready. if needed."
the Pirates which ing Sandy Amoros if Ford starts
over
victory
Sandy
Phillos
today all over . happy
dark hour against the
Wednesday's game for the Yan-I can do it all right. my gave them the pennant.
Amore's. the smiling little Cuban last Wednesday.
kees. Junior Gilliam, a witch
arm feels fine." Maglie insisted.
takwasn't
he
whether
Asked
Inglowho comnietely vindicated him- . mortis committedan
ing "quite a chance" by pitching hitter then would take over in
selm after nearly blowing the rious error behind Newcombe t
May Need More Rest
left field, with right handed hitpennant for Brooklyn.
that day and followed that bobble! But Alston Jett that the 39- Ford in Brooklyn. Stengel bel- ting Charley
Neal in Gilliam's
lowed:
"Lticks, lucky." he kept (-hat- with a misguided throw front year old right hander needed
"Well, I can't afford to rest second base post.
ing over and over again in the outfield which helped. send four days rest between starti.
"I hate to bench Sandy bethe noisy. triumphant Dodger the Dodgers. down to a 7-3 II he goes Wednesday, he wiU my best pitcher two days until
eausehe's been hitting so well,
clubhouse Sunday. -I just have defeat and dropped them a full have had only three since he we get home if he's going to be
but I'll want to get all the right
good day, lucky for me. that's game behind the first' place hurled the Dodgers to a 6.2 available for three starts. Behanded power I can in there
Eraves.
all."
triumph over the Pirates an sides, that little feller Can pitch
against Ford," Alston said.
anywhere."
But those same Brooklyn plav- Saturday.
. But his Brooklyn teammates
Amoros, who was one of the
Although starting a left hand,
who watched him smash two ('rs who were so upset and
Alston reiterated that he wantheroes of the Dodgers' series tritowering home runs in the R-6 x ern their feelings on Amoros
umph over the Yankees last year.
pennant-clincher over Pittsbnrgh 'Wednesday jockeyed for the cr1hit two homers in Sunday's final
woolan't buy that.
1.ilege of lighting the long cigar,
game, but he doesn't tdo too well
"Lucky my eye." snorted Jack- in his mouth Sunday.
against southpaws and his fielding is on the weak side.

•

The Los Angeles Rams and
New York Giants were the only
favorites able to win as the
league began its 37th season.
The Rams, defending Western
Division champions, defeated the
Philadelphia Eagles., 27-7 and
the Giants beat the. San FranBy UNITED PRESS
cisco Forty-Niners, 38-21, but
OHIO VALLEY TERMINI)
The Chicago Cardinals topped the underdogs made merry in Paducah, CORP.
Ky
the
other
games
a string of four upsets in the
National Football League openThe Baltimore Colts, w ith
ers Sunday by stealing the old
quarterback George Shaw passing
and new tricks of the champion
for two touchdowns and setting
Cleveland Browns for a 9-7
For Information ca
up two others, upended the
triumph
Chicago Bears — pre-Season faIt was the first tone the
vorites for the Western Division
Cardinals have beaten profesCOMPANY
title, 28-21; the Pittsburgh Steelsional football's most successful
era whipped t h e Washington
Phone 2412
team. And they did it by kicking
three field goals — one of the
.1P•••..
weapons the Browns ha(-e used
oldro.
so successfully in winning six
Eastern Division titles and three
league crowns since 1950.
The Cardinals even beat the
Browns in what had loomed
as a duel of "space helmets."
Coach Paul Brown had planned
to use his closed circuit radio
system to talk to his quarterback
but it broke down and he had
to use his old system of alternating guards to call Cleveland's
plays. Coach Ray Richards popped up with a surprise electronic
Known As 14.. 120

•
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i

hearing device and used it to Redskins, 30-13; and the Detroit
call about halt the Cardinal Lions edged the Green Bay
Packers, 20-18
plays.

Cards Use
Brown Trick
For Win

jUBSCMPTION

Pride Sticks Out All Over
Sandy Amoros
BROOKLYN---

•• i.e.,-

Why Pay '24.45 More?
Brand New Army Heaters
Cerrownercialh

ERADICA

WARM MOPPIPG

PREVEN.

Regular Price $83.95

Wolves Topple Uclans

OUR
PRICE

THE DESTRUCTIVE TERMITE

Burns Bounce Back

Add a small amount of paraffin to hot starch to keep it Mr
..ticking to the iron.
•

We Also Give You ..

i

Oes Tour Pluanbiag

I

a

FREE

FREE INSPECTION

TERMITES

MI Pipe You Need
Damper
Elbow - Nand Damper

•--Lioommeed and Insured—
TO LAVE MONEY
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BROOKLYN'S SANDY AMOHOS rams hard into second base
in futile attempt to break up a double play as Dick Groat. P1rate shortstep. relays the ball to Dale long at first base. A crowd
of 34.022 of the Flatbush faithful-packed Ebbets Field Saturday
as their beloved "Burns" swept the double header to take over
first place in the most hectic flag fight the National League has.
ever seen.
(International Soundphoto)
•

,itts•
4.•-•
:,•41"1

THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN opened gts 1938 football
season by roundly trouncing UCLA, 42-13, before 67,739 fans
at Ann Arbor. Mich, Ed Shannon (No. 16) Michigan lineman.
puts a fine stop on UCLA ball-carrier Don Duncan in the first
quarter. The Wolverines scored first and despite two costly
fumbles had the game under control all the way.
(Uiternational Soundp,hono

- LIVE IN THE COUNTRY?

GENUINE

LIVE BETTER

with a modern,
practical :

WATER ;
SYSTEM
equipped with

The delicious difference you taste is

GLASSLINED
TANK

otitiGhenthit/
1 2-INCH

1..4

Is gtoss-coo•...1 Pee'
typo provonl r.otproof
10too

salmi

SIZE .

6c and up per ft.

34-INCH SIZE

lle-/and up per ft.

1-INCH SIZE

18c and up per ft.

In every steaming cup of Folger's, you enjoy a
noticeably finer flavor—distinctively rich,
unusually tangy. Because Folger's is a unique blend
of nature's choicest coffee—grown in remote mountain

K

warm tropic sunlight and rain.

OTHER SIZES IN PROPORTION

POMRP fresh, dean water

STORECP it In sanitary glass

This rare mountain coffee

• COMPLETE LINE OF FITTINGS

satisfying tang

•

conceded to hay

he most

Coffee known to

y.

. You'll 01 it ddicious.

Folger's! It's

Pump & Pipe Company
EAST OF MURRAY ON HIG HWAY to

COFFEE

that cons to you in

And this t

EEPS water free from tank rust and stciin

..t.

cr.

regions, where there is an abundance of fertile volcanic soil,

wow

.0 Muth rkch•O in' flavor /het

you

•If urged If; us* 114 lees. •
then with I
flavored b
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Folger's Coffee

TELEPHONE
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Inventors
Sought By
'1 Armed Forces

enough to detect tratible ahead;
something that could prevent a
crash. The crew could be done in.
Passengers could pass to their reward. Anything that could correct
this possibility, electronically, or
otherwisey would bring some kind
of comeuppance from the military.
An invention is in order
something that will preserve canned meats for as long as a year
at temperatures of 100 degrees F.
It may be quite an order, but
the government feels if somebody,
thinking real hard, could come up
with the solution, he might get
up in the high money bracket.
The above is a long order,
which might be hard to fill.
Over 109 canned meat items are
required which have a "distinctly
different flavor." These run into
various groups to "patties." to
Come on, some Invetor:
Among other things that the meat and fruit, to meat and cere—
military wants are odor-mea- als, to meat and eggs, to spreads,
to luncheon meat, pork tongues
suring devices.
Odors aboard a military air- and chop suey.
craft not only make peoplesiek;
Personal Heating System
they provide a tip that maybe the
Nobody has to invent the 100
plane is in trouble.
varieties, including the "suey."
Need Meat Preserver
That already has been done. It s
About the only thing available the business of keeping them fit
at present is the human nose. and smelling right that concerns
That apparently isn't sensitive the military.

By HARMAN W. NICHOLS
United Press Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON 11P — The
armed forces are loofing for outside help in the form of inventors.

•

•

•

•

TRE LEDGER

A lot of things need to be Invented to keep America strong.
The National Inventor's council. working under the Department
of Commerce, has a zillion things
that could be worked over to improve what we already have.
For example, there is a mite
need for a new chemical that can
melt snow or ice at temperatures
as low as 65degrees F. Say there
is snow and ice on the runways
of an air strip. The snow plows
take off most of it, but the film
left on the strips could cost a
life. The film must be removed.
What is being used right now is
calcium chloride. But that has a
"corrosive effect on
metals."
Heated sand is being used, but
that is too cumbersome and unwieldy. And neither of these is
effective at 65 below.

Every drop
gives you
more for
your
money!

SHELL
FUEL
OIL

MUIR

Ky. Lake Oil
Company.

Above, Beautiful Maureen O'Hara listens to the persuasive plotting of Claude Rains in the Trucolor

Plies '142

•
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WHAT'S NEW IN.
WASHINGTON

already has tr4ctira-13045 miles brown. if it turns out lookittif
since his nomination. He started like a donkey you're supposed
out in January to get the nod to garbage it.
and traveled 50,000 miles ahead
of time. Right now, he makes
several stops a day, whistle
mostly, and in the dark of
By HARMAN W. NICHOLS
United Press Staff Corresrondent night he works on speeches for
the next day, enroute. Can't
WASHINdTON 1121 — What's make the same speech every
new in Washington:
day, with TV and all. Sometimes
MUTUAL,Ise.
Adlai Stevenson, the Demo- it adds up to a 23-hour day.
Nodes ef 6416
cratic. hopeful for the presidency,
Ceastraidare Cimorstrly Davidend
tfitt
otemebor 26, 1956, the Board of
You may have heard of the
svould like is a "personal heating
of broesion
Mr, dr
GOP elephant cookie cutter. Also
system," Something that the In*trod•rispakor qemderly Addend of
recipes by Mamie and some other
tim sesta per dame aterfeed from Myer
ventors Council describes as a
Republican ladies. But have you
meet lacomm. paw • dideibunam of
"device that will' distribute heat
heard of the jelly cookie recipe
Shoes sad marbolf malt per Oman
over the body for exposures at
repreemellwe Isom. from realised sr
suggested by Mrs. Sinclair Weeks,
sub-zero temperatures."
stairby prob.. The fool of Minty-Me
wife of the secretary of comcod oarbod cents per *ore is payable
This thing, if accepted, Must
merce?
October 11 10 brmetors Munro! Morehave an adjustable heat "inIt involves 1 cup butter, 74
baleen of record September 26.
put" and can be operated eight cup
home At Plemi•••••se,Chnlome• aIls liont
sugar, 11
/
2 cup flour, 2 teahours "without refueling." It's
spoons baking powder, two teaWAYNE MORGAN
to be light of weight.
spoons vanilla. Cream butter, add
214 Fuller
Mayfield, Ky.
As the council puts it "if the sugar, gradually,
then with other
torso is warm enough, normal ingredients.
Roll dough and cut
circulation will keep the ex- with cookie
cutter, shape of an
tremities warm, too."
elephant, of course. Make deep
So you hard-thinkers get to indentation for elephant's
eye
work. I have not even, scratched and fill with currant
jelly. Bake
the surface of what is needed.
in 350 degree oven until light

/iteeltalif

drama, "LISBON," which opens tomorrow at the
Varsity 'theatre. The cast is headed by Ray Milland.

TANKS AVAILABLE

Mrs. II. D. Thornton, 79, died here last Monday from
injuries suffered in a full September 21.
She is survived by two daughters, Mrs. Ethel Lassiter
and Miss Betty Thornton, both of Murray; and one son,
Henry D. Thornton of Casa Grande, Ariz.
Mrs. Mary Anna Huie whose marriage to Billy Robertson will be an evnt of October 4, was honoree at several lovely parties this week.
Saturday morning, September 28, at 9 o'clock, Miss
Roberta Armstrong, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jell Armstrong, became the bride of Mr. Charles H. Stanley, Jr.,
Jackson, Miss.
Only the immediate families were present. A reception was held at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Neal B. Carter, after which the couple left for Memphis, New Orleans and the Gulf Coast.
The name of the First Presbyterian Church of Murray has ben changed to College Presbyterian Church, it
was announced this week by Rev. Samuel C. McKee,
pastor of the church.
Mrs. D. F. McConnell and Mr. and Mrs. Ben Cooper
of Benton have returned from a trip to Cavison, N.C., to
enroll David McConnell in Davison College after an absence of two years in the Navy.

•

$550.00 CASH CONTEST
Mrs. Luna Caraway
1120 CHICKASAW

PARIS, TENNESSEE

Mrs. Caraway wins $50.00 now, which also makes her eligible for the
$500.00 Grand Prize to be awarded Christmas Eve! Other winners to
date, who are also eligible for the Grand Prize, are Mrs. John B. Steele
of Donelson and Mrs. Thomas Grisham of Carthage, Tennessee.

rou may be the next Winner!
Enter this Contest Now!

t

1724 wookly ptizets of $50
Now contest
esyory *wok
No limit to number of
iseteriss
;500 Grand Frisco— Grand
Prise Winner to bo solocted from
wookly wimiors.

r
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COLONIAL COFFEE'S

telling us why you prefer Colonial Coffee.
Check the rules below. Then get your entry
1.
Into the next mail.

SAVE

•

Meet this Week's Winner in

1/0

V
,.../Imagine it! You may win $550 just for

The SAV, INGS JAMBOREE ofthe
Your Mercury dealer's
-Pr
'56 model

Ot
°11‘714

"
4;7;
"
1000000000000000..;
7 NM

•0000 i,
Mocha-type•o
f_
Contains rare
• ,-,N,,,c co.
slopes el
cotiee tram ttle ktricfs_
Kilissepisro,
soestain.
, Wiest
•

•

•

CLEARANCE
1( SALE 7(

•

THESE HINTS may help you win
Here are a few of the dozens of reasons
•why people prefer Colonial Coffee, why your
family will prefer it, too.
Colonial is fresher coffee — roasted daily and rushed
to your grocer.
Colonial is a blend of the world's finest coffees from
Brazil, Guatemala, Costa Rica, Colombia and Mexico.
Colonial also contains rare Mocha-type coffee grown
on the slopes of Kilimanjaro — Africa's highest mountain.
Colonial is more uniform — never varies in quality
and taste.
Colonial has a heartier, richer, more robust flavor and
aroma.

tovw:t
Itt.""s•sio
sZ:t
,•0
"
0
isselo
Istoirstic•

Right now we're making history with the biggest
close-out sale we've ever held! Our entice stock of
brand-new, factory-fresh '56 Mercurys must go
to make room for '57 model cars! Never again
will such low prices and high allowances make it
so easy to own a new BIG m! Selections are good
now_so beat the crowd to the car of your choice!

Try Colonial. Got your entry
In today. Use entry blank
bolow, or got additional official
ontry blanks from your grocer.

ContesV
,Rules and Entry
Motels@ me Mood le linturthey. All ealrlas
meshed Me •
Mee le be MADAM be the Jedelm
e•
pima Salseday MN be held fur Me
ImileMag WSW{ maleet. CeMestesas may submit es meajosi
ldes asi.ftred.4mt each mud
be ea ea
melt mast be $4
wards ea lam and= a/is
armempoied by
a Wel from Oslealei Meleat mese jer, sad seal
Dem •delmild Cerise Mg et Ms MadIsse JIM
teem • Celeaded Ordies
(er taseladds) es be
MAMA Ormil Prim wlmerwes he selected
Irma 14 middy Meow& Mal meta* Mem
December I, MM. a,maris•
tbet dale
be
.OurMIgle
AS.Ode.
Memo the dressety 0810•1•1
and aim em be meareed. MMus WI=
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at thembt Dardleede
pine Mel be awseird be ease et•De. breldea
e
ctek=se Is Orel Embimes sod tamdles of
Ordbe, awl their aisertifte
are ate •MalMe. CsateMI sabiert le Se=
geverammt r•qpdalik••.
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COLONIAL COFFEE CO.
300 21ID AYE. S.. NAsimuL lUlL
My Nene

Best time yet to get your big buy on THE

BIG M ERCU RY
WILSON MERCURY SALES

515 SO. 12ik—St.

Phosse 730 t

Murray, K ti;cky

Mims
Gty I, State •
11* Gloal cam Am
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Do you dislike oftice or factory work? Do you like to meet
people' Do sou enjoy the thrill of making a sale'? Do you like
to 13., home with your family every night? Would you like to
represent a 66 year old company the largest in its field? Then
be sure to answer this ad immediately and ask for more informatoon Preliminary interviews near your home.
Be a sales engineer in year 'round air conditioning: both winter arm air heating and summer air cooling. Attractive, liberal
drawing account plus commissions. Living expense allowance
while in training. Steady employment. 10 to 12 weeks traininiT,
,course in applied practical engineering and successful sales
presentation. Previous sales experience desirable but not absolutely necessary.
We manufacture and distribute warm air furnaces (oil - gas coal - forced air and gravity) and summer air conditioning
units for residences and other bUildings. Heating is indispensable. Every home needs a furnace of some kind. Summer air
conditioning is growing fast.
This ad is for a man to travel Western Kentucky. Whether
you have a car or not, if you are between 30 and 40, have a
high school education and would like to build a lifetime career, setting up and servicing dealers, phone or write Walter
H. Wuereeman, 3500 Madison Road, Cincinnati 9, Ohio; The
Williamson Company.

10 Yeats Ago This Week

NOW GOING ON AT OUR SHOWROOM!
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BE YOUR OWN BOSS
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SOCIAL CALENDAR
Tuesday. October 2
The Fetindaticesal Sunday
School Class Of the First Baptist
Church will meet at the home
Of Mix. William McDougal at
seven-thirty o'clock.
••••
The ,Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will have
a dinner meeting at the club
house at six-thirty o'clock.
• • ••
Murray Assembly No. 19 Or'der of the Rainbow for Girls will
have its regular meeting at the
Masonic Hall at seven o'clock.

Group II of the CWF of /lik
First Christian Church will meet
at the home of Mrs. C. E. Broach
at two-thirty o'clock.
••••
The regular monthly luncheon
meeting of the WSCS of the
First Methodist Church will be
held at ten -thirty o'clock at the
chairmen
church. The circle
should call their luncheon reservations into Mm. George Kimball, phone 447-W.

T'oundational Class
ht
l'o .11eet 'Tonig
'McDougal tvtll

Mrs. William
pen her home for the meeting
Foundational Sunday
the
of
School Class of the First Baptist
Church to be held on Tuesday,
October 2, at seven-thirty o'clock
In the evening.
The president, Mrs. McDougal,
and the teacher. Mrs. Edgar
Shirley, urges all members to
attend this first meeting of the
new church year.
a

Shopping Bag
With any purchuse at
our Drug Department
during this BIG ONE
CENT SALE.
ION-FATTEMISO

CONCENTRATED

• • • •

LIQUID
nos 45

Personals

46

ADD lc-'
GET ONE
MORE!
Ion., Twos., Wed., Thur., Fri. is Sat.
OCTOSER 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 is 6,

•
*•••

,VITAMIN BUYS!

k9S0
VIEIODINE iozu."... MOP
21,Togni orturn,*STYLES 21R 80
vpin CLEANERS zerd 211-60
111

016m
Geriatric F14111119
Reg. $6.79. Bottle of 100. IL*
O Aythal with Minerals 01399
Reg. 93.98. Bottle of 100. Ars *

O

O 31.39 Cod Liver oil 0:140
PLAIN. 113-os. bottle.... go* 1-

Pineapple Top Hats
Easy Broiler Meal

Regularly .5.98

SUPER AYTINAL ,

MIJRRAY

O *tee

212"

JR. AYTINAL
Vitamins & Minerals. 100's
•Milti-Vitamio Elixir 0):I99
SReg. $1.98. Pint bottle..
eg
00s
Chlorid
Thiamin
O $2.98
50-Mg. Bottle 100 tablets.&-

WALGREEN
MINERAL OIL

RIGHTS

COLD REMEDIES!

Physician I Swann
98. BODY

Li 63' Keller Lozenges* r CAS
WIT

. Refreshing!
16-0i. 9 110C
*
bottle.

CARE STICK
or Lotion. 14'11.110SE K. .2:
0:9
911" HAIR SPRAY
Formula 20. 5-oz. aerosol,
Li Bubblieg lath Oil
Rig. 98c. 8-oz bottle ..

Li

90,

2150
2138
.2150

THURS.

25
NONE
FINER]

4.)

COSTUME
JEWELRY

Hand Cream

21

.214

2,1oi

rorsz. 99c

*SHAVE NEEDS!
99.
&I vas

2140'°Pre

T RIF C VALUES!

A MILLION DOLLAR DOUBLE-0110SS
EXPLODES ...IN LISBON!
Whor• Ida Is quick and Ions Is sudden!

O

Het Water Bottle
or Fountain Syringe . . ..
•s1.19 UTILITY KIT
Sturdy Plastic. Tan-Navy
Li SETERBOARB .
Reg. 49c. Hardwood .

ranigt / WES 'L.%

Stars . ..

BILLFOLDS

Few Thermometer
0 OGI
,
6
,
Reg. 75c. Oral or rectal.. do* 6
29
Li ICE CREAM SCOOP
Reg. 98c. Buy two

2I1

And Have A
Stinkin' Good Time!

Come Out

*

g
41111U

ALL PURPOSE
FILM

Genial! Leather

2 16C

MARILYN MONROE
MITZI GAYNOR
FRED ALLEN
GINGER ROGERS

233
.2 lac

WAL GREEN GUARANTEES

No. 127

Finest Quality
Reg. 1 Oc
e

Reg.
47e

rt)0.noel) TO i.1,AVE Our
Cotton Applieaters
Reg,. 19c. Box of 100 .
12 694 FLASHLIGHT
2 Cell. Powerful beam..

2121%
2112
21794

PACKAGE
STATIONERY

Not Attic Sale Prices

Li

"SNORELA1WN"

KAMAN* ..TINIESIOR
FRANCIS LEDERER A

70c
'
9
.2199'

NAND

Antihistaminic
raCbC
8-oz.
i Wee
bottle .

.21805
2150Rig.

James Muon

Show

a

Aspirin

TOILETRIES!

2140'

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY

amsa•••••••
wow wog,
woo ma

Pure 5-grain

$1.00
r
D White Pine 1 TM'
RUBBING MAUL
with Creosote. 8-oz. SiZO
Walgreen. 16-oz. bottle..
liag 98'"Perfection"
89' MERU' APC
Li
37 BORIC ACID
&A IV
24
of
Tube
Cold
Tablets.
Pnwder or Crystals. 6-oz.
Earrings, bracelets,
g
r
59' Cold Capsules
It's lanolized to
necklaces and pins
49' CASTOR OIL
of 25
°
0
Tin
Lyptus.
Camphosoften hands.
Aromatic. 16-07.. bottle
COLD SORE BALM
C
11
:dlAr
)
Asidrie
's
Li ChildreaBottle of 50... *VT Keller. Vs-oz tuba
Reg.33c.
Your
0 Buffered Aspirin
choice
.
72
of
Bottle
Walgreen.
Li 89' Cream Damper) on 904.E1/2y-oezD,
in, Formula 20. 4-oz. jar ....0*•
c.'
49
0 45' BABY OIL •
size
Uc
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First Christian Church will meet thirty
ounces. born on Wednesday,
•• • •
Murray
at the home of Mrs. E. J. Beale
of (r September 19 at t h e
PTA
ry
Elementa
The
at two-thirty o'clock.
Hospital.
gr...ies
Schools,
Austin
and
ter
•• • •
one through six, will meet at the
Paul D. Jones
Mrs
and
Mr
Street
13th
Carter School on S.
the birth
announce
Kirksey
of
at two-thirty o'clock. The execuPaul Ross, weighing
tive board will meet at one- of a son.
ounces, born on
pounds
thirty o'clock preceding t h e six
Wednesday, September 19, at the
meeting.
Murray Hospital.
•• • •
COLUMBUS. 0. IP -Televi• •. •
sion indirectly may be to .blame
4
October
,
Thursday
Wade is the name
Marvin
Sunfor
if the waistline is expanding.
meeting
A planning
Miss' Leota Leyda. a home day School workers of the Blood chosen by Mr and Mrs. Ralph
economist for the Ohio Agricul- River Baptist Association will be Marvin McDaniel of Dexter for
tural Extension Service, said it held at the Memorial Baptist their son, weighing seven pounds
,
was those snacks in front of the Church at seven-thirty o'clock. 14 ounces, born on Thursday
television set which helpecrinakt All Sunday School workers are September 20. at the Murray
Hospital.
it difficult for a group of Sand- invited.
.• * •
••••
dusky County housewiees to lose
Pamela Jo. was
daughter.
A
pounds.
PTA,
School
High
The Murray
She should know. She led a grades seven through 12. will born to Mr. and Mrs. Billy JerGallimore, 630 Jackson,
county-wide drive at Fremont, meet in the high school auditor- old
Union City. Tenn., on Thursday,
0.. to slim the ladies.
ium at eight. o'clock.
September 20, at the Murray
• • ••
Ninety-seven women decided
it was hard o reduce alone. -se • The Garden Department of the Hospital.
• •••
they combined forces.
Murray Woman's Club will meet
laisses Linda King, Edna Bell
Did it work? One lady lost 70 at the club hottgat two-thirty
Thurman, and Judy Waldrop
pounds as- a result of the 16- o'clock.
who are attneding Business Col• •• •
week course. Many dropped the
lege in Nashville. Tenn . spent
two pounds weekly they set as
the weekend with their family
their goal.
in Murray.
Those TV Snacks
Leota said the the move was
based on the 'psychological lac!"
11=
NEW YORK '114 -Here an 11111111111111.
that a person can sometimes do
one whichl
meal,
broiler
easy
things in a group that he can't
solves the problem of what to
achieve by himself.
IVE-1N incatte
DR•-•••••
serve unexpected company
.••• e•
no,
But Leota Said it was tough to
Called Pineapple Top Hats, its
Convince the gals to give up their
meat.
lunch
canned
is
base
between-meal snacks, particularWHERE OMAR LIES
Grind one 12-ounce can - of
ly those in front of the TV set.
ALIVE WITH
combine it with
BURIED
and
meat
lunch
the
of
none
And "apparently
oats, ;a cup of
rolled
of
cup
ts
ESNAKES
RATTL
LIVE
any
class members had given
pineapple juice. 2 tabiespoons of
.
7t17.OCT.
thought that they might be helpSUN.
'TIL
catsup, and 1 teaspoon prepared
ing their children to establsih
mustard.
pood eating habits." she said.
Shape the mtxture into 6 patSEE HIM FREE
The diets were based on a
ties and arrange each on a slice
study of individual coterie needs
min8
or
7
Broil
.
During Regular Show
and. the proper measurement of of pineapple
utes, or until the meat is brown25e during day
adults
foods.
lightly. While the Top Hats
"2 wit ed
-1:1: ".
Vi
canrack,
e y are browning on the
ho';
peas
• new ned whole kernel corn andbroiler
WV" in the
TONTIM IS
t fee'. C11.11 be heating
di?...
pan beneath. Serve a tossed l
humps.
simple
dessert
and
salad
green.
- "They neer 'ircele steins' a nuto complete the meal.
tritious diet," she said. "and for
some, it was probably their first
such experience."
Milk Problem
Breakfasts were meals the
women "had neglected for years,
LEWISTON. N. Y. (1/1 -The
and how much better they felt
families of this ':Niagara Froneating them!"
The diets called for three glas- tier" village solved their baby-1
sitting problems - and only at
ses of milk each day.
"I never heard so many people the cost of a little timi.
Mrs. George Layman and Mrs.1
declare they couldn't drink milk,'
James Wagner were the leaders I
she said.
"Actually, many of the women in the movement to form the
had convinced themselves- that Lewiston Babysitting CooperaLicense Nos. Ending In
they were allergic to milk." she tive. Today. less than one year I
8 and 9
said. "yet they ate butter, ice later, the Movement has proved
so successful that it is being excream and whipped cream."
Admitted FREE
Miss Leyda said food prapara- panded. At the start membership
tion also was stressed during the was limited to 15.
Under the cooperative plan. - ON OUR SCREEN course and the gals were surand fathers act as babymothers
Rommel's Own Storyprised to learn that broiled meat
sitters. A family, can call the cotastes best when' it's thick.
The women even learned that operative for a baby-sitter and
unpleasant jobs around the house one is supplied from the memhire a- big load. of ironing, can bership list.
Time owed the co-op is paid
send the housewife to the refrigerator because she' want to off by sitting for another member.
avoid the task.
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2. ROOM fuinished apartment.
CITY ORDINANCE
distance of 80▪ fe▪ et; thence north
Cold and hot Water. Bath. 12061 ORDINANCE NO.
WHICH and parallel with the west bounWest Main, Phone 325.
TFC DEFINE:* THE ZONING RE- dary of the'F. E. Crawford propQUIREMENTS IN A NEWLY erty 270 feet; thence west 168
1ABGE_4 ROOM tzPetaira &Pert- ' ANNEXED-- AREA ON SOUTH tem This point being the east
mere, private entrance, complete, 14TH STEET ON WEST MAIN edge of the original
business
private bath. Heat anil water STREET AND ACCEPTING THE zone; thence south 120 feet;
furnished. 1107 Main St. Call RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE thence east 138 feet; thence south
Hoyt Roberts. Phone 48 or 1447. ZONING AND PLANNING and parallel with
the original
•
02C BOARD or THE CITY OF
business zone boundary line 150
FOUR ROOM unfurnished apart- MURRAY, KY., AS HEREIN- feet to the point of beginning.
Section 4. That pursuant to the
ment with private entrance, also ArrEft DESIGNATED AND SET
recommendations of the Zoning.
three room apartment furnished. FORTH.
Be it ordained 1)3• the Com- and Planning Board all properRetired men prefered. Will board
if desired, Mrs. Tucker, 414 S. mon Council of the City of Mur- ties in the City of Murray, Kentucky shall be divided into three
8th Street.
03P ray, Kentucky:
Section 1. That pursuant to separate and distinct zones or
•mimmg. S.
Nikemiemsommismsims
SPEED QUEEN wringer washer the recommendations of the Zon districts and shall be known and
garages. Any repair you want. Useu electz lc clipper. Good con- Call M .G
Richardson. Ph. 74. ung and Plannurg Board of said designated as follows:
Home Comfort Cu., 18th at Main dition. Call 1103
TV
03C city which said recommendations
(A) residential district
04P
St., phone 1303
have been studied and carefully
(B) Business or commercial
1 YEAR OLD DeKalk hens. Good
scrutinised as submitt
istrict
ONE PAIR shoe Skates. Size 2 REFRIGERATORS, one late layers. $1.25. See Mrs. Harry
following recently annexed area
Sven. Good as new. Call 2148. model excellent condition. Phone Coles near Midway or phone
(C) Industrial district.
04C 988-M. B. B. Dill.
02NC
to the City of Murray, Kentucky
04C 954-W-1.
Section 5. That the boundaries
_
NEED YOUNG MAN to work In shell be and is hereby zoned and of the zones or districts herein
ONE 220 GAL. gas tank and four 1200 G.P.H. Myers sucker-rod,
store and mill, drive truck etc. planned for purposes which are specified be designated on the
gas
heaters.
B.T.U.
room
and
rod
to
20,000
pump. 3 ineh pipe
Steady work 5L., days. Ross Feed residential and none other:
map of the City of Murray as
' Phone 7. Ronald W. Churchill. f50 feet. Call IDL-6-3345. Q5C
Company.
03C
Beginning at a marker which follows:
04C
constitutes the present southwest
(A) Residential district shall
••• =AIM
HANDY Steel Cabinet. AdjustFOR YOUR Fuller Brush needs
limits of the City of Murray, be white in color.
HOUSE, lot 80 x 175 feet, s i x able shelves. Has good lock.
Kelly, 1625 Hamilton.
call
Lois
Kentucky this point being 950
(R) Business or commercial
rooms, bath, basement with gar- Brand new. Sed this cabinet at
NIC
?hone 1430.
feet west of the west edge of district shall be red in color.
age, located at at S. 6th §t. Call the Ledger and Times About
(C) Industrial district shall
04P six feet high and three feet wide. Monuments first class material, WILL KEEP two children during South 15th Street or 470 feet
580-R. See Dee Vinson.
03NC granite and marble, large selec- day and give meals, over 2 years south of the south edge of Syca- be green in color.
more Street Extended; thence
old. Mrs. Peery, tall 1299-W.
ti.UM STORM windows and
Section 6. The properties heredoors.--Shade screen or Alum. All HAVE A good supply of Cypress tion styles, sizes. Call 85, home
04-P west parallel with Sycamore Ex- in defined and designated shall
tened to a point 250 feet west be immediately, placed in the
types of Alum awnings. Phone logs and can fill orders for any phone 526. See at Calloway
04P demensions of cypress lumber. Monument Works, Vester Orr,
oif, the, west edge of South 16th proper color on said land use
APPARENTLY THIS possum likes hanging around a pool room better
1303.
than hanging from a tree limb. Anyhow, it wandered into this
Street which is approximately map and shall hereafter be conCantrell Lumber Company, Pal- owner. West Main St., near col- porches. en- mersville, Tenn.
LOOK. We build
N4C
Los Angeles establishment, to the amazement of the wee hour
662' feet west of the present sidered as is hereinabove set
02P lege.
close porches. build carports,
patrons, and tried to horn into the game between Lester OrUoff
USED circulating coal heating southwest boundary ef the city; forth.
MONUMENTS
(left) and Arthur Moreland. Moreltgid finally lured it into a
thence
north
and
parallel
with
All
Section
7.
ordinances
or
stove
with
jacket.
Call
1788.
grocery
FROZEN Food Locket,
Murray Marble 8, Granite Works
barrel, for animal shelter attendants. (Internatiolt•I Seam:photo).
04P South 16th Street to a point parts thereof in conflict with the
store and service station all com- builders of fine memorials for
which
connects
with,
intersects
this
provisions
of
ordinance
are
bined as one profitable enter- over half century. Porter White,
and -joins the presently consti- to the extent of such conflict
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
N3C
prize complete with building, lot Manager .Phone 121.
LOST &
tuted city limits of said city.
hereby repealed.
and equipment. This reasonably
Section
2.
That
pursuant
to
Section 8. Should any portion
OUT
P 0IA 110134
Singer Sewing machine reprepriced business located in LathAC ROSS
36-Part of Dower
42-Macaw
of
the of this ordinance be declared
,Ftle-NirT [113,
3
am, Tennessee 6 miles south of sentative in Murray. For sales, LOST: Red steer, weighs about the recommendations
43-Quadruped
1-Lou er part
For The
45-Wing
of ruoni
Dukedom. This place is for sale service, repair contact Leon Hall, 700 lbs., somewhere in Lynn Zuping and Planning Board as invalid, whih shall not affect
46-4irl's
name
Ante
0-Detested
TFC Grove - Protemus area. Reward. suBmitted to this Council the ,he validity of the remaining
SUN-DEMOCRAT
at a bargain price..Owner must 1617 Farmer Ph. 1622-M
11-Nobleman
44-Openwork
property which is owned by L. portions hereof.
12-.Egg dish
fabric
Call 1813, H. M. Scarbrough.
sell because of poor health of
21411k20169
49-Mix
14-Note of scale
C.77Winchester
at
1632
West
Main
Read
publicly
to
the
Common
Carrier-Salesman on a
00 0140100101Ei
wife. Connie Seay, Latham, Tenn. i.••••-------02C
14-Preposition
15-Domesticated
Street
in
said
city
is
hereby
deME:"
Council
of
the
City
'
animal
51-Burma
of
Murray,
EIMEI
06P
run between Murray &
tribesman
TS-Ethiopian
OD
f•.../4 0g113
clared to be commercial property Kentucky as its regular meeting
title
53-Lamprea
NOTICE
OF
CREDITORS
EREA
Benton. Suitable for a
MOURN
which may be used for business held on the 21st day of Septem55-Compass
12-Pronoun
point
VIGO SEED wheat re - cleaned TWO SEPERATE BEDROOMS, 1 Administration nas been granted purposes but only to the follow- ber, 1956, and
14-Poker stake
0 NM UM
approved at its
motor bike or car.
54-Achleve
IN--Electrified
0111f4Vesalegi
and onion free. See Robert Craig, furnished, 1 unfurnished. Avail- by the County Court upon the ing eotent:
pastas
55-Talks Idly
first reading on motion of Guy
t:302;
60-Petitloning
r- win
Rt. 3, Hazel, Kg. Ph. Hy 2-3140 able immediately. Phone 7. R. following estates:Write at once to the
30 feet on the west side of Billington and seconded by C. B.
,
24-Frozen water
61-Savory
03C W.,Churchill.
or Hy 2-3581.
25-Challenges
04C Shirley Ray Rust, Deed., Mrs. the improvements on said prop- Buchanan and upon roll call the
13lIrr15--.. "ferule
DOWN
fl-Siamese coin
Sun-Democrat
Maudie Rust Wartman, Murray, erty- to a depth of 75 feet is following council members voted
networks
24-Taut
6-Wasps
three
-Principles
at
with
30
of
APT.
1-Country
UNFURNISHED
Ky..
•Rt.
5,
Administratrix.
Dist. Circulation Dept:
ONE USED Case one row corn
hereby permitted to have a edit- "aye": Dan Hutson, W. D. Shoe7-Wine cup
right conduct
Europe
and
Kentucky
bath.
S-Girl's
picker. Priced very reasonable. rooms and
32-ChiaeM
Lloyd' I. Grogan, Deed.. Bea stryction completed for commer- maker, Stub Wilson, C. B. KingPaducah, Ky.
2-Chinese mile
nickname
pagoda
See Gerald Coles, phone 954-W-1 Ryan. $40 per month. Phone 721 Grogan, Administrator, Murray, cial purposes and none other.
3-Single
ins, C. B. Buchanan, Guy Billa-Spanish
34-Mournful
Instance
04P
article
IN-River In
or see at Ellis Popcorn Co. 02NC for appointment.
Section 3. That pursUant to ington, Guy Spann, Gaylon ThurKentucky.
10-Resigns
• 4-Wood sorrel
Nebraska
All persons having claims against the recomrriendationk of the Zon- man Jr.. and the foflowing voted
33-Temporary
ift
and
t
•
yr
-el
-W
Planning
Board that the "nay", Matt Sparkman a n
/
6
5
said estates are notified to Presshelter
19-Number
ent them to the Administrators t reel estate :low owned by J. 0. Frank Lancaster. R. B. Parker,
.2
21-Native metal
and Executors verified according Patton and John Watson on West Abstained.
53-Moccasin
2.5-Demlse
.,;..
e;:
,
e5
It is therefore ordered by the
lb
to law, same to be presented to Main Street which lies next and
•4
26-Form
311--19nslc:
1.
1.
said Administrators and Execu- adjacent to the property of Dr. Hon. George Hart, Mayor,, that
Its-terft-teri
e
e
F. E. Crawford is hereby =eft said ordinance-bePublished in
tors in due'course of law.
rinoifk
,
31-1.7
and
planned
in
its
fish
entirety
for
the
Ledger
and
27
Times,
a
daily
,
26
25
This October 1, 1938.
,
TY
33--Staking
commercial
purposes
but
such
newspaper
of
general
circulation
R. B. Patterson, Clerk
nrs•nrlyt
William and Audrey Kelley Roos. 4) 1966 by Kelley 'Roos.
a
-././ so
From the Dodd. Mead & Co. novel. Copyright e 1949 by
vf
211
35- ruldishes
applies' only to that portion of in the City of Murray, Calloway
Distributed by King Features Syndicate.
Calloway County Court
34unit
the
lot
which
belongs
to
said County, Kentucky, on three ocor co rrency
SYNOPSIS
across Vandgrbilt Avenue, west
"Connie, not Oh, no!"
3.5. •://‘: 54
Connie Barton's husband of almost
J.
0.
Patton
and John Watson casions and that said ordinance
He came closer and peered into along Forty-fourth Street. It was
/
7
4
t• Stare
the happy years has made her suDOG BITES ESTES
4e.
, 14
9
31 OM
Ss 34,1
' which said property is hereby lie over until the next regular
quite a chore. Steve was in a
spicious lately by his Wednesday my face. 1 slow smiled him.
4e-*S'a• ,
4-In Una-.
4t-'7
,
3e.ettold
night absences: his •libls for going slipped him the lowered lid busi- hurry, anxious-to get where tie
meeting of said council at which
BRADFORD. Pa.
- A small described as follows, to tett:
,..._i
,.,'' '
asg Is
out these evenings have worn thin. So
42
3
%'
cigarette
between
going.
Elittefly
thougbt
at
put
a
was
ness.
I
42-0.-'
Pe
Connie concludes Steve must be basBeginning at the north side time it shall be brqught up for
"ra solo
dog bit a man and made news.
i
I,...
She resolves to my half-parted lips. It fell out. the times when he came hurrying
44-Walks
ing blonde trouble
. ":
/
/
z,••
47 ,
•fb
The dog nipped Democratic vice of West Main Street at point 288 final passage in accordance with
47-Turkish
fIght nre with fire. She begins by goruse,
His
voice
even
on
Wednesday
"Connie,
why?"
home
to
me,
havregime it
ing to Paul's beauty parlor and
presidential candidate Sen. Ks- feet east from the corner of Chapter 85 of Kentucky Revised
55
545"
-7. 9 51
49--Strike
ee
ing her Jet black hair dyed the blond- "Why in hell did you do this to nights.
,tes ..Kefauver on his shaking West Main Street, at its inter- Statutes.
z.
5"-Sco(tish fur
est blonde. ThenHe turned north on Madison
yourself ?"
11
S•
hand when he give it a friendly section with 15th Street, said
59
.57
This the 21st day cf SeptemSilf
I opened my mouth to speak. and he was practically galloping.
54-Period of MD*
CHAPTER 2
pat. The senater dabbed iodine Pant being the east boundary ber, 1956.
,,,
..-..
but I was trying for something I was about ready to cave in
57-Trait onion
40
would have to hurry. Steve too throaty, too husky. Nothing when he ducked into a large ofon his wound and limited his of the original business area;
(81,1,r.)
George Hart, Mayor
I would already be home, want- came out.
60- Note of scale
greetings to potential voters,
thence east on Main Street a Attest: C. B. Grogan
fice building on a corner. I
0~ Imams.••••••••• •••
ing his dinner, impatient to get
"No!" Steve shouted. "We reached the lobby Just in tirne to
all dolled up and be on his won't discuss it now. I'm late see him board an elevator. He
NANCY
Mr Ernie bastunillat
Wednesday night way. But .1 for my appointment."
was its only passenger. Its doors
corner
took time to stop at the
I got up and went into the closed; it started up. 1 watched
WASN'T
of Lexington and Fifty-ninth and living room. I heard him scrambl- the indicator: it was at the fourdo a little testing. Perhaps I had ing into his clothes. I fixed the teenth floor that Steve got out.
TALKING TO
been deceiving myself) Maybe lights, low but not too low. When
SLUGGO IS THE
I took a step toward another
Paul hadn't been so overcome by he came in. I was leaning pro- elevator, then hesitated. I had
LAZIEST GUY IN
me; maybe it was just pride in vocatively against the fireplace, a moment of shattering misgivBOZO
TOWN
his own work.
one foot extended a little, my ings. Why was I here? Just
1 leaned one shoulder up knee bent In the Dietrich manner. what did I intend to do? Conagainst the fruit juice stand win- He stopped and stared at me.
front the homewreeker, plead
dow and loitered. Two young inI said. "Must you go out .. . with her to return what was lawtellectuals, m a I e, approached. must you really?"
fully mine? No, I could never
They were arguing violently.
He wavered. 1 was making bring myself to do that. Then I
They saw me. They stopped solv- time. I threw back my shoulders, remembered a thing or two . ..
ing the world's problems, they lazily though, and tilted back my like the first time 1 met Steve
slowed down. After they passed head. I lowered my lids another Barton.
me and got faced front again I notch. I could hardly see him.
After college there was enoufh
heard one of them ask, "What
Be said, "Yes, I really do have of Uncle Willie's money left for
were we saying?" I was grati- to go. 1 . . I promised Al me to study journalism for a year
fied. An elderly delivery boy Finch."
at Columbia. That spring, growcame along on a bicycle-cart. He
-ae".erereeePing a little worried about my fi"Promised him what ?"
U
O• -AM ••••
was nearly maimed by a taxi. I
"His aunt's coming to town, nances, I started looking for a
•••• la" •••••••11,
•••••• 5,.•••••.
was further gratified, but not his only aunt, and he's tied up. job. I ventured down t one of
yet satisfied. A little man, I have to meet her at Pennsyl- New York's largest if not most
By Al Capp
LEI' ABNER
carrying his big wife's bundles, vania Station ..."
literate newspapers. But 1 never •
turned the corner. He almost
anyone,important
"Darling." I swayed toward did get to see
US 140KUNIS
TAKE THE PRIZE!!
IT GIVES US MORE'TIME
STANLEY
.
stopped. She grasped his arm, him. "Darling . . ."
there. Because this feJow naingd
marched him off. .1 heard what
IG ENTERIN'
FOR THE PARADE OF "MR.
vin-tsi HOLD THE
P4G,NOSE!!
aConnie, for God's sake . . ." Steve Barton was trying to make
she said. She called me a hussy.
SALOMEY
CONTEST2-SHE'S
13EAUTIFULS1 STAIVEE'l
Then he was laughing so hard some time with the switchboard
HE'S MAH IDEEL• Al
I was deeply gratified, com- he couldn't speak. He choked, girl when I got there. He thought
AGINI, IN TH'
STRONGNC)SE WILL
THE ONLY HAMAN TH' IDEEL 0'
pletely satisfied. I went home.
he doubled up. Then he staggered I should let him tell me about
HAMMUS
M
ALABAMMUS
BE THE (JUDGE!!
ALL us
It was only two rooms, bath to the door and was gone.
this newspaper dodge over a
ON
ALABAMMUS
UNDERDEVELOPED
and kitchenette over a Lexington
I sat down ...another 'Wednes- drink, maybe two.
(')N TEST!!
ARTH!,
AMERICAN BOVS.7
Avenue delicatessen, but to me day night and I was alone.
Two weeks later he was still
I.
it was the home I was trying to started for the phone to call telling me, nightly. lie said it
save, and I went there as fast ea Paul, demand my money back. would take years for me to forTOdesyE Events
I could.
But I by-passed the phone. There get 'my education and become a
I-Ia.mmus-Alabamrnu
1 went into the kitchen. Steve was still something I could do. passable reporter. It was different
contest
nigh
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jumped back into the bathroom would quiver in a chuckle.
The elevator operator wa s as!;and slammed the door. He did
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opened slightly once. slammed certain age boarded the train and
'thepped Into the car. I had
shut again. It opened once more, sat opposite Steve. He started
stayed open. He was looking at laughing out loud, uncontrollably. something to fight for.
"What floor?" the operator
me.
Everybody in the car looked at
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their heads and shrugged at one
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today—When is a kiss not sin' er and sister or uncle and niece
Homer has played an imporBy JOHN BARRYMO'RE JR.
center of the stage. However, entrance from the center of the
By HARMAN W. NiCHOLS
The unofficial review -Palcstra Is not a sin provided it arouses people love each other v e r
%Vuitton Far Th. United Pr•ss on opermig night the young I stage."
tant part in my life. Four years
United Frees Staff Correspondent Clero," noting that there has no sensual passion, and another.
to
much, a kiss between them is
informed the 'acThep there was my father. ago my sister introduced me
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unless
are
sin
and tears.,
is a venial
a demonstration of affection." - • tor's
According to Army Pvt. Pierre 900 years, replied that each case kiss
III. "A horse, my kingdom furl Paris charm until we attended
A Slashing Entrance
The latter sometimes come too
as a prelude le further
Francois Manaut - Billefranque.' must be judged on its own rner- Intended
lthrse." Suddenly a balcony a Halloween party. At midnight
a
beensues]
argument
violent
A
The magazine added, however., easily. The former, not enough.
intimacy.
raucous when everybody took off theigh
ouite , a bit. Something like 18
into
broke
heckler
s•ent
Collier
Miss
l'ice 'been fortunate, although hotten the two.
"Thus it is necessary to exam- that "it is better to be rigorous
The priest's concern was in„years of confusion, since the
out masks my French girl took till.
stepping
Without
laughter.
with
only on my sixth picture, to on stage to open the play
young trainee at Fort Gordon., tensified when a 15-year-olc boy ine each case . ." the magazine than generous" in advising teen- I'm
up. her accent,
looked
Dad
character.
of
came in his parish, whom he had told.said. "Even., when two young age youths on sexual matters. i have been around people in show a monologue. Just as it
Ga., is exactly that old.
All sorts of complications arise. •
Like a mail call, when the '
sergeant has to sputter and fume
and wind up with something)
that sounds nothing like Pierre
Francois Manaut-Billefranque at:
all.
Even if the mail-caller gives
the initials, P.F.M.B., meaning
came the magic that made possible so wonder
the full' lore and aft of the
fully dillercnt a Ford. In the toughest on-theproper handle, Pierre sometimes
osad tests cser gisen to a car. this "Inner
goes without his mail. And the )
young private is awfully glad
lord- demonstrated dial a '57 Ford rides you
that no one has to call the
ssseet and low . . . that it takes the Ips
roll for mess.
is t holm a bobble. the curves without the pitch
"I'd starve to death." he
and. that in power. it "takes nothing from ,
The private has been training
nobody' .\oshing on wheels hurries, handles
centraining
Corps
Signal
at the
or holds up like a Ford!
tei at Foft Gordon. He's from
I
Ridgefield,
48 Brinkerhoff SA!
N. J.
Think He's French
"When most folks meet me."
he says, "they think I'm French.'
They seem kinds shook up when '
I tell them I was born in New
York and went to high school
in Hackensack. N. J."
Truth is. his daddy actually
came from France. The sire
came here after serving a hitch
in the French army in World
War I.
Much of the mix-ups come
when people try to pronounce
or spell the boy's full name.
"Some of' them foul it up
•,
awful." he says.
And he adds:
"Like the time I was overnight I
charge-of Oaken `for my unit.
Reserve Force Training Co. No. 1
of the- signal school."
Seems our • young man 'called
-the guarll -berate and told Mena
to phone the company ercierly
room at four in the morning
and ask for "Manaut - Billefranrovarywkete you look
Lowest- carnily
que." He wanted to be sure
If- has iheioucl,oF17.3Prionovi
tile
mod
of a wake-up, so he could stir
the cooks and others out of the
Zit orV-13
Shucks.
Has Pay Problems
goirig is great!
"They called, all right." our
man with the long name says,
el
"and asked me to wake up-'Mati-,
ant. Wily and Frank.' U I had
told them my whole name, they
probably would have asked for
Pierre and Francois, too. An
they wanted to wake up was
me." •
When Pierre was in school
•
he cut his name short and
called himself "Peter Manaut."
Then nosey folks would check
his birth Fertificate or driver's
license, and wouldn't believe he
was the same guy.
The Army is a little tough. It
demands a full name.
As of now that is a little
difficult In order to get paid,
•
for example.
"I have been having a heckuva
time learning to , write small
enqugh to get the whole name
on, the pay roster each month,"
he says. "They won't let you
go on the second line, you
know."
. The young man has no idea
of changing his name — any ,
The Fairlane 500, finest Ford series, features five
part of it.
of the 19 longer, lower, beefier Fords for '57.
I
says.
he
it,"
"I kind of like
"It's distinctive."
Anyway his buddies call him ;
o
You're in for a thrill when you see this new knockout
with so much beef, and so firmly anchored to its founda- •
"Pete."
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named Ford! But save your superlatives till you drive
itl That'll where the fun really starts.

'No!'

It's fun just knowing that others who see you wish
they were you. For you're commanding,the longest,
lowest, heaviest,'biggest car ever to span such a low
price tag. There's head room to spare for a new fall
bonnet ...stretch-out space for a "Daddy Longlegs."
Y90]find that the tough and ready new "Inner Ford"
is builairflre ifie roughest road you'll care to travel.
New outboard Teat springs and ball-joint front suspension let Ford take the turns without the tilt. New sweptback control arms help take bounce out of bumps.
Best of all, Ford's library-like quiet is built in. And
the new "Inner Ford" is why. For never before in Ford's
field has there been a body with so much extra bracing.

tion. And you tan choose front three big Silt er Anniversary V-8's With Up to 245 horsepower. There's also
a new Mileage Maker Six with 144 horsepower, the
most modern Six In the industry.
You can pick your Ford tailored to vour desires and
your budget, too! Choose from nine over-17-foot Fairlane or Fairlane 'SOO models or front use over-16-foot
Custom or Custom 300 models. And if its a station
wagon you're after, take your pick front Ford's five
longer, lower, new glamour wagons. \VIM lies et- model
you select, you'll get a car that's been re-ins ented from
the wheels up!

So tkiere's the new kind of Ford. Big! Gracious! Spacious! A luxury car true— but one that any new-car
buyer can easily afford. Come in See what wonder-cars
you Can buy not% at low Ford prices.

IN TWO NEW SUPER SIZES
OVER
FT.}
LONG
On • New
116' Wheelbase
3 Custom Models

2 Custom 300 Models

17 FT.
LONG

OVER

On a New
118' Wheelbase
4 Fairlane Models

•

5 Falriane 500 Models

•
• PLUS 5 NEW MODELS IN 'THE
STATION WAGON SERIES
'•4-47r

•

Go first with
poiscroso for emphasis. Secretary of State John Foster Dulles hotly denies charges by
Adhil Stevens.n that the Eisen-apadipirr.t ration
hower
peased' for suer Ar;cntine President Juan D. Peron. Dulles is
shown at his press conference
In Washington. ffnierndfionali

FORD for'57

The Fairlane Fords for '57, like the Fairlane 500-models,
have no equal ... no counterpart. in the low-price field.
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